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Until& today’s& announcement,&many& crew&members& seemed&
to&feel&that&this&proposal&had&gone&away&and&minimum&crew&
was&no&longer&a&concern.&Unfortunately,&today’s&cabin&crew&
memo&makes& it& abundantly& clear& that& this& is& far& from& the&
truth& ;&despite&an&unresolved& ‘failure& to&agree’&still&existing&
in& this& important&area.&The&Company&are&now& intending& to&
impose&minimum&crew&on&a&majority&of&flights&on&May&1st.!

The! imposed! introduction!of!minimum!crew! is! regardless!of!
the! impact! that! it! will! inevitably! have! on! safety,! service!
standards,! sales,! and! crew! welfare! –! this! will! now! severely!
and!negatively!affect!our!joint!progress!on!the!important!area!
of!crew!breaks!(as!discussed!elsewhere!in!this!newsletter).!As!
crew!breaks!are!rarely!achieved!on!flights!with!standard!crew,!
we!do! not! understand!how! they! can! be! achieved!with! LESS!
crew.!Unite! firmly!believe!that! this!measure!will!be!counterD
productive! at! best! –! as! any! savings! made! in! wages! will! be!
offset! by! a! detriment! to! sales! and! service.! At! worst,! this!
proposal! could! have! an! impact! on! jobs,! as! once! minimum!
crew! becomes! established! on! some! flights,! it!will! be! only! a!
matter!of!time!before!it!is!imposed!on!others.!We!must!fight!
this!proposal! to!ensure! that!we!provide!our! customers!with!
the! level! of! safety! and! service! they! are! entitled! to,! and! to!

protect! our! own! jobs,!
working! conditions! and!
health!for!the!future.!!!

The! Company! only! last!
week! indicated! to! Unite!
that! minimum! crew! was!

still! under! discussion.! We! were! hopeful! and! had! agreed! to!
consult!with! you! once! the!management! team!had! provided!
full! details! of! their! proposals.! These! details! were! never!
provided! to! Unite.! Today,! with! less! than! ninety! minutes!
notice,! Thomas! Cook! sent! a! copy! of! the! memo! to! Unite!
(subsequently! issued! to! all! cabin! crew).! This! changes! the!
situation!completely!and!demonstrates!that!the!Company!has!
no! regard! for! your! welfare! or! views.! We! have! a! collective!
agreement!on!crew!numbers!on!each!aircraft!type!which!they!
are!arbitrarily!tearing!up.!!

In! addition! to! their! poor! response! to!our!pay! claim,!holiday!
pay!claim!and!concerns!raised!over!removal!of!the!hard!copy!
of! B1! manuals,! the! Company! continue! to! steamroller! their!
way! through! cabin! crew! terms! and! conditions.!We!will! now!
be! seeking! your! views! regarding! minimum! crew! in! a!
consultative! ballot.! When! casting! your! vote,! you! need! to!
think! carefully! about! the! implications! of! not! standing! up,!
standing! together! and! being! counted! when! the! Company!
impose!such!changes!and!tear!up!agreements!made!in!good!
faith.! You!will! also! be! familiar! with! the! tactics! of!managers!
coming! into!briefings! telling!you!that!we’ll!go!bust! if!you!do!
not! accept! minimum! crew.! Remember! what! you! were! told!
last! time! we! were! in! this! situation! by! the! Company!!
Finally,!remember!also!Harriet!Green’s!bonus!of!225%!on!her!
huge!salary!and!the!pay!increases!of!other!executives.!We!will!
update!you!as!this!issues!progresses!over!the!coming!days……!!

Stand&united&or&stand&alone……&

In association with BASSA - The British Airlines Stewards and Stewardesses Association (TCX Branch NW/1072)
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As& you& may& be& aware& from& the& recent& memo,& we& are&
pleased& to& report& that& following& the& ‘failure& to& agree’&
that&we&entered& late& last&year&on&this&subject,&we&have&
made&some&significant&progress&on&this&area.!!

A!meeting!took!place!on!February!3rd!in!Manchester!and!
was!attended!by!the!COO!of!Thomas!Cook!Airlines!as!well!
the!HR!Director,!Director!of!Customer!Delivery!and!Sales!
and!the!GM:!Cabin!Services!as!representatives!of!Thomas!
Cook.!From!Unite,!Oliver!Richardson!(National!Officer!for!
Civil! Air! Transport)! was! present! as! well! as! some! of! the!
elected!cabin!crew!representatives.!

Since!the!meeting,!a!document!has!been!circulated!back!
and!forth!with!a!view!to!reaching!an!agreement!of!what!
should!be!provided!to!cabin!crew!in!terms!of!crew!break!
provisions.!It! is!our!joint!intention!to!have!a!crew!breaks!
protocol!ready!to!go!out!to!the!cabin!crew!community!for!
launch! on! April! 1st.! It! was! hoped! that! a! joint!
communication! would! be! possible,! but! due! to! several!
unresolved!issues!around!the!proposal!it!would!not!have!
been!appropriate.!!!

Unite!initially!raised!crew!breaks!almost!three!years!ago,!
following! concerns! from! members! and! the! results! of! a!
survey.!Unite!have!made!it!clear!that!that!the!trial!of!the!
new! crew! break! procedure! MUST! take! place! with! the!
current! crew!complements!–! the!Company!however! are!
insistent! that! they! intend! to! proceed! with! the!
introduction! of! minimum! crew! on! all! EU! flights! (more!
details!around!this!issue!are!in!the!article!on!page!one).!It!
is! also! the! case! that! our! colleagues!within! some! of! the!

other! group! airlines! have!
crew! rest! areas! allocated! on!
each! aircraft! type! –! the!
blocking!and!curtaining!off!of!
specified! passenger! seats,!
and!marked!as!‘crew!rest!.’!

In!the!UK,!the!crew!may!now!
use! specific!passenger! seats,!
but! only! if! they! have! not!

been! sold.! There! must! be! equal! emphasis! placed! on!
employee!welfare!now!we!are!one!airline.!There!cannot!
be! a! driver! for! welfare! over! profit! in! one! of! the! group!
airlines!and!profit!over!welfare!at!another.!Your!reps!have!
requested! a! further! meeting! to! pursue! this! on! your!
behalf.!

Elements!which!have!been!agreed!are!as!follows:!

• Mandatory! training! for!all! cabin!crew!on!aviation!and!
working!time!regulations!governing!crew!breaks;!

• That!provision!is!made!for!every!crew!member!to!take!
a!twenty!minute!break!that!is!free!from!duty!for!every!
six!hour!work!duty!period!(taken!from!start!of!checkDin!
to! checkDout).! This!means! that! should! the! total! duty!
period! exceed! twelve! hours,! two! twenty! minute!
breaks!shall!be!provided;!

• CMs!are!given!full!autonomy!to!ensure!that!mandatory!
crew! breaks! are! delivered! and! that! this! is! formally!
recorded!on!the!official!Company!paperwork!as!having!
been!delivered.!There!will!be!a!nonDpunitive!culture!if!
this! is! at! the! expense! of! nonDsafety! related! services!
being! delivered! and! if! necessary! omitted.! Crew! also!
have! a! responsibility! to! ensure! breaks! are! taken/
achieved.! !

Your!reps!have!been!guided!throughout!the!negotiations!
by!the!results!from!our!crew!breaks!survey!last!year!that!
over!400!crew!members!took!the!time!to!complete.!Some!
of!the!results!were!quite!honestly!very!disturbing!and!we!
were! therefore! keen! to! work! with! the! Company! to!
resolve!the!situation!prior!to!the!busy!summer!season.!!

We!will!keep!you!updated!as!this!progresses.!A!full!copy!
of! the! procedure! as! it! stands! is! available! on! Xplorer.! All!
crew!must!remember!that!it!is!not!a!choice!to!give!/!take!
a!break;!it&is&required&by&law.!For!a!Cabin!Manager!not!to!
allow! time! for! a! break,! or! for! crew! members! not! to!
ensure!they!receive!and!take!the!required!breaks,!the&law&
is&being&broken&by&those&individuals.!

Crew&Breaks&Go&Live&Date&Announced!

A!VICTORY!FOR!COMMON!SENSE:! 
CREW!COMMISSION!ON!CONDOR!FLIGHTS

We!raised!the!issue!with!the!general!manager!after!a!number!of!complaints.!After!raising!the!issue!informally!it!was!
again! raised! at! the! January! JCNC!meeting.! It!was! agreed! that! those!of! you! that!operate!Condor! flights! (or! have!
operated!them!in!the!past)!would!receive!a!commission!payment!based!on!an!average!of!the!same!flight!operated!
from!the!UK.!!!
We!are!delighted! that! this! issue!has!been! resolved!however,! if! you!encounter!any! further! issues!please! let! your!
local!reps!know.



In! January! of! this! year! we! were! informed! that! the!
Company!were!no! longer!going!to!provide!hard!copies!of!
the!B1!manual! to!the!cabin!crew.!They!took!this!decision!
without!any!consultation!with!Unite.!!

There! is! a! fundamental! change! to! our! working! practices!
with! this! change! and! consultation! should! have! taken!
place.!We!know! from!members! that! some!do!not! realise!
that! the!manuals! they!have!cannot!be!used!and! that! the!
removal!of!this!resource! is! leading!to!considerable!stress.!!
Put! simply,! the! Company! have! removed! all! costs! to! the!
business! in! printing,! updating! and! distributing! a! manual!

wh i ch! con ta i n s! manda to r y!
information! required! for! your! role,!
and!have!passed!the!cost!onto!you,!
the! individual.! For!you! to!view! the!
B1!manual!and!prepare!for!a!flight,!
you!will!now!have!to!use!your!own!
compute r,! i Pad! e tc . . ,! you r!
broadband!and!your!electricity.!The!

cost! of! being! compliant! has! been! passed! onto! you,! but!
with!no!benefits!of!the!saving!being!passed!on.!!

Crew! are! also! not! contractually! obliged! to! be! remotely!
contactable! or! able! to! remotely! access! information! in!
order!to!be!employed!as!cabin!crew.!In!addition!there!are!
some!crew!who!are!not!computer!literate!and!this!has!also!
not! been! taken! into! account.! Unite! has! requested! an!
urgent!meeting!to!discuss!the!problems!and!await!a!date.!
In!the!meantime,!if!you!are!struggling!without!a!hard!copy!
manual,!you!must!request!one!of!the!manuals!which!have!
been! made! available! at! each! base.! As! far! as! we!
understand! there! is! no! time! limit! on! borrowing! the!
manuals.!Alternatively!you!can!make!a!request!at!your!
base! for! a! hard! copy! of! the!manual! to! be! printed! for!
you.! A! third! solution! would! be! to! refresh! yourself! of!
information!when! you! report! for! duty.! This!may! delay!
the!departure!of!an!aircraft,!but!this!may!be!your!only!
means!of! accessing! the! information!now!and!ensuring!
that!you!are!in!compliance!with!your!safety!knowledge.!
The!Company!will!have!to!accept!that!this!may!now!be!
a!knockDon!effect!of!their!arbitrary!decision.!

Goodbye&Paper&B1&Manual?

We!submitted!this!year’s!pay!claim!on!15th!January,!following!our!online!pay!survey.!The!components!of!the!
pay!claim!were!as!follows:!

A!significant!increase!basic!pay;!
Crew!work!/!life!balance!including!disruption!payments!and!roster!stability;!
Increase!to!commission,!FDA!and!other!allowances;!
Parity!with!our!pilot!colleagues!in!respect!of!employer’s!pension!contributions.!

Please!see!the!full!claim!at:!www.tcxunite.com!

We!met! the! Company! on! February! 11th! to! present! the! claim.! It! is! normal! during! these!meetings! that! the!
Company!also!presents!their!financial!position.!This!didn’t!take!place!on!this!occasion!as!the!Company!felt!we!
were!fully!versed!on!the!current!situation.!!!

We!were!asked!to!clarify!the!points!above!and!to!be!more!specific.!We!calculated!what!the!increase!to!current!
rates!of!pay!would!be!if!we!hadn’t!had!three!below!inflation!payDrises!and!two!pay!freezes.!We!advised!the!
Company!on!this!basis!that!we!were!looking!for!an!increase!of!11.5%.!This!figure!would!only!bring!us!in!line!
with!where!we!would!be! if!RPI!had!been!applied! in!those!previous!years.!We!also!stated!that!crew!wanted!
roster!stability!which!we!were! looking! for!by!asking!the!Company!to!ensure!that! they!employ!enough!crew!
and!we!were!looking!for!an!increase!to!disruption!payments!to!incentivise!this.!We!did!not!apply!a!figure!to!
the!other!items!as!we!are!very!early!in!the!negotiation!process.!!

We!are!still!waiting!for!the!next!meeting!to!be!arranged!by!the!Company.!As!always,!we!will!keep!you!updated!
with!any!progress.!

The$shape$of$the$future$
for$safety$reading?$Only$
at$your$own$expense!

IMPORTANT&UPDATE:&&
PAY&TALKS&2014



UPPFRONT&US&VISA&FEES:!!

A!number!of!our!members!have!raised!concerns!about!having!to!pay!upDfront!visa!fees!for!the!
replacement!of!their!tenDyear!US!visas.!This!was!due!to!the!US!Embassy!changing!their!rules!
on!how!payment!must!be!made.!As!this!figure!is!in!excess!of!£100!per!visa!we!feel!that!this!is!
far! too!much! for! our!members! to! personally! pay! before! claiming! back! using! the! Company!
expenses!system.!We!have!asked!the!GM!to!find!a!way!to!advance!this!fixed!cost!to!employees!
due!for!visa!renewal!in!their!wages.!After!a!number!of!months!of!not!being!able!to!resolve,!she!has!agreed!to!take!this!away!
and! report! back.! We! are! hopeful! that! she! will! be! able! to! resolve! this! with! the! finance! team! who! appear! to! have! been!
somewhat!of!a!stumbling!block!to!a!positive!resolution.!

HOLIDAY&PAY:&

We!have!written!to!the!Company!on!five!occasions!to!address!the!issue!of!Cabin!Crew!
Holiday!Pay.!To!date,!the!Company!have!not!given!any!firm!commitment!to!address!this!
issue.!It!is!our!belief!that!the!current!holiday!pay!agreement!which!was!made!in!2010!
(prior!to!the!law!changing)!is!not!compliant!with!legislation.!The!Committee!chairman!
met! with! the! employment! solicitor! that! dealt! with! our! claim! last! time! round! on!
February!19th.!Following!this!meeting!we!have!had!no!alternative!than!to!put!this!issue!
into!formal!process.!It!is!Unite’s!intention!to!only!pursue!this!claim!and!any!back!pay!on!
behalf! of! its!members.! The! Company! have! finally! agreed! to!meet!with! your! reps! on!
March! 27th.! We! will! of! course! provide! you! with! a! further! update! following! this!
meeting.!!

On$the$beach,$but$worse$off$;$currently$we$
earn$less$money$when$we$take$our$
statutory$leave$;$this$can’t$continue…….

C O M P A N Y& P E N S I O N&
CONTRIBUTIONS:!!

Unite! have! requested! more! information!
from! the! Company! regarding! the! pension!
contribution! rates! of! 5%!employee! to! 18%!
employer!only!being!available!to!one!set!of!
employees.! This! week,! the! Company! have!
provided! some!more! detail,! which! we! are!
examining! and! considering.! We! will! be!
responding!formally!to!the!management! in!
the! next! week! or! so.! Unite! maintain! that!
these!contribution!rates!should!be!available!
to! all,! as! the! very! driver! of! the! pension!
consultation! in! 2010/11,! was! to! end! the!
inequality! in! pension! schemes! which!
existed!across!the!group.!

!

!
A&FEW&WORDS&FROM&
OUR&LEARNING&REPS:!!

SO!HOW!DO!YOU!THINK!YOUR!
SKILLS!ARE!HOLDING!UP?!!

In!a!world!of!predictive!text!
and!spell!checking,!take!a!look!
at!our!poem!(right).!

If!you!think!you!might!like!to!
refresh!your!written!or!numerical!
skills!for!free&and!get!a!taste!of!
what!it!is!like!to!return!to!learning,!
speak!to!one!of!our!Union!Learning!
Reps.!You!can!find!all!the!ULR’s!
contact!details!at:!

www.tcxunite.com!

 !

POET TREE WITH MIST 
ACHES; 

I have a spelling chequer  
It came with my pea sea 
It plainly marques four my 
revue 
Miss steaks eye cannot sea. 

When eye strike a quay  
Oar right a word, I weight 
four it to say  
Weather eye am wrong oar 
wright; 
It shows me strait a weigh. 

As soon as a mist ache is maid,  
It nose bee fore two late,  
And eye can put the error rite,  
Its rarely, rarely grate. 

I’ve run this poem threw it  
I’m shore your pleased to no,  
It’s letter perfect in it’s weigh;  
My chequer tolled me sew!  !



Flexible&Working&for&ALL&

For&a&number&of&years&now,&flexible&working&(the&right&to&request&alternative&work&patterns&and&locations&etc.)&has&been&
open&to&those&with&child&caring&responsibilities.&From&April&1&the&right&to&request&flexible&working&is&to&be&extended&to&all.&
You&can&find&out&more&information&on&what&flexible&working&is&all&about&on&the&ACAS&website&at: 
&http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=1616&

Flexible&working&is&about&helping&individuals&achieve&a&work&:&life&balance&that&is&appropriate&to&their&circumstances.&With&
this& in&mind,& it& is& good& for&businesses&and&good& for&employees.& If& you&need&help& in&putting& together&a& flexible&working&
request,&please&contact&one&of&your&reps&who&can&assist&not&only&with&the&request,&but&we&can&also&come&along&and&help&
you&with& your& request&meeting&with& your&manager.& This& is&meeting& is& essentially& a& negotiation& between& you& and& your&
employer&to&get&an&agreement&which&works&for&both&parties.&Your&reps&are&trained&negotiators&with&a&lot&of&experience&in&
this&area,&so&if&you&need&our&help,&we&are&only&a&phone&call&or&email&away!&

As& the& workplace& equal it ies&
representative& for&Unite&at&Thomas&
Cook,& I& try& to& share& the& great& and&
often& unknown& contributions&made&
by& many& unsung& and& o f ten&
ove r l ooked& i nd i v i dua l s&
throughout&history.&&!

In! the! latter! part! of! last! year,! ‘Black! History!Month’!
was! covered! in! one! of! our! union! newsletters! –! and!
the! relevance! and! richness! that! the! ‘Windrush’!
generation! brought! to! the! UK.! Therefore,! I! thought!
now! would! be! a! good! time! for! me! to! examine! the!
contributions!made!by!the! lesbian,!gay,!bisexual!and!
transgender! (LGBT)! community! over! centuries! as!
February!was!LGBT!History!Month.!!
The! recent! pardoning! of! Alan! Turing! (1912D1954)!
shone! a! spotlight! on! the! great!work! of! LGBT!people!
who!worked!tirelessly!for!the!benefit!of!our!nation!and!our!
freedom.! After! years! of! persecution,! Turing! committed!
suicide! at! an! early! age! –! but! not! before! he! cracked! the!
Engima!code.!

Less! wellDknown! Ethel! Smythe! (1858D1944)! followed! her!
conscience! and! did! what! she! believed! was! right! –! despite!
the!potential!personal!consequences.!She!was!arrested!at!a!
suffragette! demonstration! and! in! prison! helped! organize!
athletics! where! women! in! suffragette! colours! marched!
singing!‘March!of!the!Women’,!which!she!composed.!

In! researching! LGBT! contributions,! I’ve! discovered! that!
gender! reDassignment! surgery! has! been! around! for! longer!
than! I! thought.! Roberta! Cowell! (1918D2011)! served! as! an!
RAF! pilot! in! World! War! II! but! in! 1951! became! the! first!
known! British! person! to! assume! a! female! identity! after!

surgery.! Her! bravery! in! pushing! this! (at! the! time)!
unspoken!boundary!paved!the!way!for!many!others.!

In!politics,!Chris!Smith! (now!Lord!Smith!of!Finsbury)!
was! the! first! parliamentarian! to! declare! himself! as!
gay.! Not! far! behind! Chris! was! Angela! Eagle! who!
became!an!MP!in!1992!and!with!her!election!became!
the!first!‘out’!lesbian!MP.!!

There!are!way!too!many!great!LGBT!people!scattered!
throughout!history!to!mention!here!–!but!if!you!want!
m o r e! i n f o r m a t i o n ,! t a k e! a! l o o k! a t!
!www.lgbthistorymonth.org.uk!

Finally,! we’ve! come! a! long! way! (thanks! in! part! to! those!
mentioned!above!and!many!others)!towards!full!equality!in!
the!UK.!That!said,!the!Winter!Olympics!in!Russia!highlighted!
that! we! should! remember! that! the! lives! of! LGBT! people!
around!the!world!are!not!quite!as!rosy!as!our!own.!Russia’s!
draconian!laws!not!only!unfairly!stigmatise!LGBT!people!but!
also!put!us!at!significant!risk!of!harm.!You!can!find!a!world!
map! indicating! the! inequalities! that!exist!around! the!world!
for!LGBT!people!at:!

http://ilga.org/ilga/en/index.html!

Matt&Irish:&
Equalities&

Rep

We’re on Facebook and Twitter as ‘TCXUnite’ -  
follow or like us on your smartphones and never 

miss another union update! 

7/5& Contracts& for& Seasonal& Employees:! In! the! last! newsletter!we! reported! that!we! had!made! significant! progress! towards!
rewarding! loyal! seasonal!employees!with!multiple!seasons!of!employment!behind!them.!We!are!still!on! the!case!but! regret!
that!progress!has!been!slower!than!we!would!have!liked!due!to!legal!requirements!(age!discrimination!legislation).!The!GM!has!
assured!us!that!we!will!not!have!to!wait!much!longer!for!an!answer!so!we!hope!soon!that!we!can!jointly!find!a!way!to!reflect!
the!loyalty!of!this!group!of!employees.!


